WRITERS PUT PEN TO PAPER TO ADDRESS THE CURRENT
POLITICAL CLIMATE, RACIAL IDENTITY, PARALLEL UNIVERSES,
AND SEXY ROBOTS IN 20 SCRIPTS NAMED OFFICIAL SELECTIONS
IN SECOND ANNUAL NYTVF SCRIPTS COMPETITION
***
Comedy and Drama Projects Featured in Slate that Explores Wide Expanse of Series Concepts; Over Half of Selected
Projects by Female Writers
Writers Have Opportunity to Showcase their Work and Meet with Network,
Digital, Agency and Studio Execs at October TV Fest

[NEW YORK, NY, August 17, 2017] – The NYTVF (www.nytvf.com) today announced the Official Selections
for its second annual NYTVF Scripts Competition, which expanded this year to for the first time accept drama
pilot scripts from writers worldwide.
The 20 comedy and drama scripts selected will be showcased to industry executives at the 13th Annual New
York Television Festival, taking place October 23 through 28 in Manhattan. This year’s NYTVF Scripts Official
Selections join the 52 Officially-Selected pilots and series in the Festival's Independent Pilot Competition (IPC).
Diversity records set in the NYTVF’s IPC numbers extend to Scripts projects, where 55% of selected scripts are
credited to a female writer or co-writer, and 30% are credited to a person of color. More than half of the official
selections come in to the festival without representation.
“For more than a dozen years of running the NYTVF, we’ve gotten spoiled by the level of talent that share their
work with us, but this year the Scripts selections are really a cut above. Truly unique voices from established
writers and unknowns, this slate embodies the breadth and scope of today’s dynamic television landscape,” said
NYTVF Founder and Executive Director Terence Gray. “With embryonic TV events being launched by film
festivals and other groups, it’s truly exciting for us that our core mission – to facilitate discovery, foster talent,
and bring down barriers for storytellers – continues to propel the industry careers of so many creative individuals
and companies year after year.”
All of the competing writers and creators will enjoy designation as Official Artists, which qualifies them for a
chance to receive a development deal from one of the NYTVF’s Development Partners – networks and studios
which have guaranteed they will offer at least one deal to independent artists this year. These independent artists
also have exclusive access to the NYTVF’s industry partners through the NYTVF Connect marketplace, which
includes opportunities to meet, network and pitch some of the top network and studio executives in the business.

Scripts selections will also compete in a variety of categories for awards (including “Best Comedy” and “Best
Drama”) chosen by a jury comprised of the NYTVF screening committee and the emerging television executives
selected for the NYTVF-HRTS Associates Jury.
The NYTVF will be announcing the Festival line up of special events, keynotes and exclusive screenings and
discussions in the coming weeks.
2017 NYTVF Scripts Official Selections
Comedy
Area 51 [Live-Action/Animated]
Written by Josh Smooha - Los Angeles, CA
A secret force of government agents assigned to investigate alien happenings adjust to their new and overly emotional
teammate: a super A.I. in a hunky new human body.
Unrepresented
Blurs [Live-Action]
Written by Jonterri Gadson - Bloomfield, NJ
A women's studies professor and her free-spirited, dysfunctional black family face the challenges of living in the type of
town where all 80s/90s films with no black people could take place.
Unrepresented
Cop Show [Live-Action]
Written by David Pasquesi and Tracy Letts - Chicago, IL
A half-hour, single-camera, off-beat comedy…that looks suspiciously like a cop drama.
Representation: Innovative Artists
Crime Boys [Live-Action/Animated]
Written by Bill DiPiero and Zach Goldbaum - New York, NY
Three hapless, small time crooks dream of being notorious criminals, but first they’ll need to prove to the world that they’re
capable of pulling off even the simplest of crimes.
Unrepresented
Doobie Jones: Latchkey Kid [Live-Action/Animated]
Written by Chris Hauser - Chicago, IL
13-year-old Doobie lives with his mom, but as she's always working, he is locked out of his home each day after school.
Doobie must forage for food and friendship in a neighborhood filled with agenda-laden characters from all walks of life.
Unrepresented
Everything's Fine [Live-Action]
Written by Hannah Klein - Brooklyn, NY
Gemma learns that she's bipolar during her senior year of college and annoyingly, it doesn't manifest itself in the cute,
"manic pixie dream girl" way that it's supposed to...but whatever, it's fine.
Unrepresented
The Hack [Live-Action]
Written by Daniel Furlong and Zach Posner - Los Angeles, CA
A quarter of the US population has just had every text, email, and picture hacked and leaked online. How does a newlymarried couple keep life normal when the wife's been hacked and the husband hasn't?
Unrepresented
Judge Jury & The Executioners [Animated]
Written by Burke Scurfield and Adam Lederer - Toronto, Ontario, CA
When the ultra violent “hero” Judge Jury attempts to stop an armed robbery, his ass-backwards attempts to impress his
socially conscious teenage daughter end up pushing her into the arms of his enemy.
Unrepresented
Maternal Instinct [Live-Action]
Written by Elizabeth Stamp - Brooklyn, NY

A serial killer turned suburban stay-at-home mom balances “family first” and “murder in the first” in this dark comedy.
Unrepresented
One Small Step [Live-Action/Animated]
Written by Joe Rumrill and Lucas Gardner - New York, NY
A well-meaning idiot gets fired from his low-level NASA job and starts his own ramshackle space administration across the
street, hoping to beat them to Mars as revenge.
Representation: Omnipop (Rumrill) and CAA (Gardner)
Side Chick [Live-Action]
Written by Matt McConkey - Los Angeles, CA
When an ex-stripper is outed as the "side chick" to a famous married couple, she finds herself at the center of a media
firestorm. A comedy about slut-shaming, cyber-bullying, and the rise of an unlikely feminist hero.
Representation: CAA, The Gotham Group
Sliding Dorks [Live-Action]
Written by Stephanie Bencin - New York, NY
After a drunken mishap, best friends Meg and Jackie have to jump from parallel universe to parallel universe as they
attempt to get home, meeting different versions of themselves along the way.
Representation: Epicenter
sMOTHER [Live-Action]
Written by Jamie Dennig - Los Angeles, CA
MJ Walsh is a mother who is entirely too involved in her adult-children's lives. While she has a handle on her kids' physical
whereabouts, she fails to notice the intimate secrets they are keeping from her.
Unrepresented
Drama
American Bastards
Written by Patrick Whistler - Toronto, Ontario, CA
This fast-paced anthology series tells the true story of the Lincoln County War, a bloody opera of power and politics that left
dozens dead and created the most enduring icon of the American West...Billy the Kid.
Representation: Vanguarde Artists Management
Fragile State
Written by Andrea Janakas - Los Angeles, CA
When a border patrol agent is recruited to work as a spy to help overthrow a country, he doesn’t realize that the country he
enters is a parallel America on the verge of collapse.
Representation: Paradigm, IMI
Left Back
Written by Tijuana Ricks - Brooklyn, NY
When a failing, predominantly African-American elementary school in Brooklyn loses its beloved principal, a younger,
white man steps in as her replacement. Regarded as the epitome of the gentrification problem that is draining this
historically black community of its identity, he has just two years to turn the school around before it’s permanently closed
by the State of New York.
Unrepresented
The Masters of Business
Written by Homa Mojtabai - Boston, MA / Los Angeles, CA
A young woman from a humble background is unprepared for the rigor and cutthroat nature of the Wharton MBA program
and must learn to adapt to the rules of this uncertain new world.
Representation: Heroes and Villains Entertainment
Sea Change
Written by Anya Meksin and William Gerrard - New York, NY / Los Angeles, CA
Story by Anya Meksin, William Gerrard, Rammy Park, and Rogin Kim
Set in an immediate future, this grounded sci-fi series dramatizes humanity’s imminent encounter with catastrophic climate
change. All must rise to the challenge of forging a new civilization or be swept away by the sea.

Representation: Circle of Confusion
Swimming Uptown
Written by Cheryl L. Davis - New York, NY
An educated and affluent African-American woman must take in her ghetto-raised niece when her sister is put in jail.
Representation: Don Buchwald & Associates
Thorns
Written by Todd VanDerWerff and Libby Hill - Los Angeles, CA
A fundamentalist Christian teenager wrestles with her racial and sexual identities in 1990s South Dakota.
Unrepresented
For buyers, agents, managers, development executives, and others interested in participating in the NYTVF
Connect program, industry passes are available for purchase through mid-October, with the early bird rate
of $750 good through this Friday. The NYTVF Connect Industry Pass provides accredited participants with
pre-Festival access to all officially-selected projects and scripts, as well as the opportunity to request facilitated
meetings with artists or projects of interest via the NYTVF's Executive Hub. For information on participation
opportunities or to request accreditation, email industry@nytvf.com or visit http://www.nytvf.com/industry.html.
About the NYTVF
Established in 2005, the NYTVF constructs new and innovative paths of development and talent identification, while
simultaneously complementing the traditional television development model. By partnering directly with networks, studios,
production companies, digital platforms and brands, the NYTVF provides its Industry Partners with a streamlined
development model, leveraging its vast creative community of over 15,000 independent producers and production
companies, to create content with specific partners in mind. During the annual New York Television Festival – held each fall
in New York City – the NYTVF brings together its top artists and industry decision-makers for a series of events designed
to foster networking, collaboration and education. The Festival also marks the culmination of the organization’s yearly
development efforts and features screenings of top independent content, educational panels, fan events, red carpet
premieres, and more. For more information on the NYTVF and the annual Festival, visit www.nytvf.com, and to learn about
opportunities to submit for its year-round competitions, visit www.nytvf.com/submit.html.
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